EXmoor’s
secret shoots

They hide themselves in the combes but they have great days at sensible prices and
those in the know love them. Selena Masson ferrets out the Westcountry’s covert operations

T

he Westcountry has long attracted guns wanting to shoot truly high gamebirds, and Exmoor,
in particular, boasts ideal combes and gulleys.
Any local shooting enthusiast can recall instances of guns shooting 30 to one. “Exmoor’s
plunging V-shaped valleys produce birds to humble even the
most competent shots,” confirms Roxtons locally based
shooting consultant Dan Reynolds. Today’s best-known
shoots, which include Miltons, Chargot, Edgcott, Loyton,
Bulland and the Molland, are famous internationally. But
what about the less familiar shoots that take advantage of the
area’s exceptional topography but are perhaps more accessible to cash-strapped guns reeling from the economic blip?
In 2008 research undertaken for the Greater Exmoor
Shoots Association revealed that there are now 65 shoots in
the area and between them they generate more than £32 million for the local economy. So where are these hidden gems?
Which shoots are the unsung jewels of Exmoor? So discreet
to non-existent are their marketing campaigns, it can be near
impossible to source days on some of these shoots through
the normal channels. With that in mind, I canvassed local
guns, keepers, sporting agents, shooting instructors and
gunshop owners to unearth the area’s best-kept secrets.
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bout Wellshead, near the small town of Exford in the middle of the moor
itself, local opinion seems to be unanimous – it is one of the most beautiful
shoots in the area. Extending to 2,000 acres of wild moorland and steep valleys, it
boasts 15 different drives with Hill Cleave and Bennets presenting the highest
birds. The owner and headkeeper are passionate about continued improvements
and this is borne out year after year, with new drives, tree planting and adjusted
and expanded areas of game crop. The day is centred round a small cottage situated in the middle of the shoot and, according to local shooters, the hospitality
is among the best on Exmoor. Home-produced lamb and ruby red Devon beef
ensure that everyone is well fed. The shoot is managed by Dan Reynolds of
Roxtons. “There are 25 let days, but it is a very private shoot. No elaborate advertising and marketing campaign is needed, we simply pair suitable teams with the
shoot. ” Haggis Hartman of West
Country Guns in Wiveliscombe,
Somerset has received encouraging reports about Wellshead.
“If Dan is hosting the shoot,
then you are guaranteed a good
day,” he says.
■ £35 per bird + VAT. Call Dan
Reynolds on 01643 851584.
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elcombe shoot, which lies centrally within the Exmoor National Park, is
spread over 1,000 acres with 12 drives offering varying heights of pheasant.
Owner Chris Kirby started the shoot from scratch 12 years ago. “This is what I call
‘boutique shooting’,” he explains, adding: “We are all about the theatre of the day
– from the moment you step out of your car, the Melcombe experience begins.”
Chris claims that he strives to set Melcombe apart from other local shoots: “Dogs,
humour, stunning scenery and wide variety of terrain are all part of the mix that
gives this shoot such a unique atmosphere.” Melcombe offers bags of between 100
and 200 birds and there are two signature drives – Baghdad and The Quarry. So
what makes Melcombe a hidden gem? “There is no website for the shoot and I have
never spent a penny on marketing
– it is all word of mouth,” answers
Chris, adding: “This entire shooting season was fully booked in
February and there are seven
teams of guns on my waiting list.”
According to Bryce BlandfordCorp of the Exmoor Gun Room in
Minehead, this shoot presents
exceptionally high birds.
■ £32 per bird incl VAT. Dinner is
an optional extra. For let days call
Chris Kirby on 01643 831439.

ocated in Devon’s famous “shooting triangle”
between North Molton, South Molton and Molland,
Mornacott enjoys some of the finest valleys and scenic views
north Devon has to offer. It has 1,200 acres of shooting over
23 drives catering for all levels of competence from the
stunningly high birds of the Lower Cleave and Brock’s Bank
drives to the snap-shooting required on Hare’s Holt.
The shoot, run by Andrew Blowers, does not offer days with
bags in excess of 250 birds. “We seek to deliver quality
and variety as opposed
to just quantity,” confirms
Andrew, adding that he offers
partridges, pheasants and mixed
days. “We are currently creating
a series of flight ponds which will
allow days to conclude w it h
some evening duck-flighting.”
Rod Brammer, the chief instructor at Shalden Shooting
School in Tiverton, could not
praise Mornacott more highly.
“Andrew has made a big difference to the shoot,” he says.
“There are birds for everyone – it is simply a delightful
shoot. Given the choice, I
would always elect to shoot
on Mornacott.”
■ £34 per bird +VAT. Call
Andrew Blowers on 01769 550102.
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Mornacott

Melcombe

Withycombe
he 1,500-acre Withycombe shoot, started in 2000, is
on the eastern edge of the Exmoor National Park. Neighbouring Miltons, its deep valleys and woodlands offer exceptionally high shooting. Of the 20 drives, the most challenging
are Burrow Wood, Riddler’s Garden and The Punchbowl,
where guns have been known to fire 400 shells for a return
of 12 pheasants. Gamekeeper Chris Jones, who cut his teeth
at Miltons, is now in his 10th season at Withycombe. “We sell
our days via word of mouth or through repeat custom,” he
says. “Guns like the fact that only those in the know shoot
here.” He adds that the birds are as high as at some of the big
shoots. Bryce Blandford-Corp of the Exmoor Gun Room in
Minehead says Withycombe is one of the top shoots in the
area. “The birds are challenging and there is always a great
atmosphere.” Haggis Hartman of West Country Guns concurs: “It has gone from strength to strength. Top marks.”
■ £42 per bird (incl VAT, lunch and drinks). For let days call
Chris Jones on 01643 851287.

Wellshead
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Shooting Gazette

Wood Advent
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he 700-acre Liscombe Farm shoot, hidden in a wooded
valley deep in the heart of Exmoor National Park, is
owned by Keith Wade and keepered by Keith Needs and
offers bags between 200 and 300 birds. Liscombe is within
easy reach of the Tarr Farm Inn and its signature drive is Tarr
Steps. The Greater Exmoor Shoots Association’s Hugh
Thomas notes, “Keith has used the shoot’s stunning topography to produce one of Exmoor best-kept secrets.”
■ From £33 per bird incl VAT. Call 01643 851551 for details.

Five-star accommodation, luxury
dining and truly challenging, high
Exmoor birds, and all in one location
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estermill is a working farm of 500 acres farmed
by the Edwards family since 1938. The family lets
days in November. Oliver Edwards says keeper Phil Woods
“has been with the shoot since the beginning and deserves
recognition. The valleys on the farm range from 900ft to
1,400ft and lend themselves to incredibly high birds.” There
are six drives, and on let days the bag is between 60 and 100
birds. The Greater Exmoor
Shoots Association’s Hugh
Thomas says, “The early part
of the season has been augmented by additional partridges put down as part of the
Edgcott Shoot. This has been
hugely beneficial to Edgcott
and to Westermill, who have
the magnificent drives back as
the pheasant season begins.”
■ From £30 per bird +VAT. For
details call Oliver Edwards on
01643 831216.

James Edwards

Buttery
uttery, the home of Don and Stella Lewis, is a 600-acre hidden gem high
up on Exmoor. “The shoot was originally formed 35 years ago so that I could
keep in contact with all my childhood friends,” explains Don. “Now, friends fly in
from all over the world to shoot on Buttery.” The shoot was originally a livestock
farm. “I believe the name Buttery
was taken from the fact the land
produced particularly fat livestock,” adds Don. Each gun is allowed to shoot six to 10 pheasants
per drive, of which there are 12, the
signature being The Firs. Hugh
Thomas of the Greater Exmoor
Shoots Association says, “This
truly is a secret shoot but it is justly
famous to those in the know,” and
customers of Bryce BlandfordCorp of the Exmoor Gun Room in
Minehead often pass on positive
reports of their Buttery days.
He has heard that, “The birds are
well shown and the owner is fantastically eccentric.” West Country Guns Haggis Hartman sums
up the Buttery shoot as “small but
perfectly formed”.
■ £700 incl VAT per gun per 200bird day. There are occasional days
for single guns. Call Don Lewis on
01598 740578.

he Wood Advent shoot started in the Sixties as a syndicate and has now
evolved into a commercial shoot with 16 drives over 1,200 acres. John and
Diana Brewer have run the shoot for 20 years, and their eldest son David has now
joined the team to help drive the business forward. The best drive is called The
Bowl; it produces some spectacular gliding birds that emerge from the valley
summit to present the best of the guns below with a real challenge. According to
locals, the shoot is a true family affair, focused on providing quality high birds.
“There simply aren’t many shoots that offer the whole package in one location –
five-star accommodation, luxury dining and truly challenging, high, Exmoor
birds. The accommodation really is second to none,” confirms Bryce BlandfordCorp of the Exmoor Gun Room in Minehead.
■ £756 incl VAT per gun based on eight guns, 150 birds, meals and one night’s accommodation (£976 for 250 birds). Call 01984 640920 for details.

hoot owner John Simpson took over Great Bradley in
2002 and brought in gamekeeper Bob Hunter who had
spent 14 years at Miltons. The 400-acre shoot provides 14
drives, six of which are over the River Barle. “The highest
point of the shoot is 1,200ft above sea level so we drive some
wonderfully high birds off the valleys,” explains John, who
has raised more than £50,000 for charity through the shoot.
“The first day of the season is always donated to children’s
charity Starlight. We also fine guns for various offences such
as forgetting a tie or shooting a low bird – it all helps to raise
funds.” Haggis Hartman of West Country Guns is hugely
complimentary: “Great Bradley is the most hospitable shoot
in the Westcountry by
far.” There are 12 to 14
let days per season,
which tend to become
booked up well in advance. Starlight’s Neil
Swan suggests that one
way to obtain a booking may be to make a
bid: “On 10 June Starlight will auction a day
at Great Bradley. This
could be your only way
on to a peg.”
■ £34 per bird + VAT.
Call John Simpson on
01643 831175.
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estled between the famous Miltons and Haddeo shoots, Hollam in
Dulverton stretches across 1,000 acres of Exmoor. The shoot was set up in the
Eighties. Current owners Preben and Annie Prebensen bought it seven years ago.
“Gamekeeper Darren Ninnis is extremely hands-on and in tune with how birds
will fly on any given day,” explains Preben, adding that the shoot has 17 drives
in three deep valleys. “Our signature drive is Carriage – where birds fly up to 40
metres above the guns. You are doing very well if you shoot one bird for six
cartridges.” There are 17 let days with bags varying between 250 and 350.
“A lot of friends and returning teams snap these up. We do not advertise
or use any agencies. All our marketing is done through word of mouth
– the shoot speaks for itself, really. However, we do like new teams to
visit as it is good to get a different perspective on the shoot.” Local
shooters are quick to praise. According to Patrick Veale of Lance
Nicholson Fishing & Guns, “It sums up everything that is great
about shooting in the area.” Haggis Hartman of West Country
Guns shoots at Hollam twice per season. “Darren is a superb
keeper,” he says. “The presentation of the birds is world class.”
Head instructor at Shalden Shooting School, Rod Brammer,
says, “A lot of money has been
invested in this shoot. It’s
a great place for wild birds. In
my opinion it is the most
beautiful shoot on Exmoor.”
■ £36 per bird + VAT. Call
01398 323445 for details.
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